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MINIATURE CAMERA ENCLOSURES

FB-1301
8.00"

A discreet low-cost triangular corner housing for small rooms
This very compact, triangular board camera housing is easy to install
in any corner, against the ceiling. It comes with an adjustable camera
bracket with supplied mounting hardware.

1.625"

6.00"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

8.00"/203mm

HEIGHT

6.00"/152mm

DEPTH

10.60"/269mm

FB-1303
Get the full coverage with this 45° corner enclosure
Its unique angled faceplate allows underneath surveillance of most
small rooms such as detention cells, elevators, etc. Once the
FB-1303 is installed in the corner and against the ceiling, it becomes
almost invulnerable. Cable entry knockouts are provided on each
surface for convenient installation. The internal camera bracket can
be adjusted 3 different ways ; Tilt, up and down and closer to the
window.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

9.25"/235mm

HEIGHT

7.25"/184mm

DEPTH

4.75"/121mm

FB-3404
Small indoor/outdoor board camera housing
This housing is designed to withstand severe environmental conditions. The neoprene back plate prevents water and dust infiltration.
The cover is fully removable. A universal camera bracket offers
flexibility for camera installation and adjustment in various directions.
Mounting hardware is included. One internal liquid tight compression
connector provides secure cable passing. Corner adapter available
(FS-3404)
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

3.50"/89mm

HEIGHT

4.50"/114mm

DEPTH

2.60"/66mm

INDOOR ENCLOSURES
FB-13P1
Housing designed for wall to wall coverage
Lightweight, tamperproof, this corner housing is all aluminium. Its
cover is fully removable for complete camera access. The camera
mounting bracket is hinged and adjustable 0-45° to allow video
surveillance underneath the enclosure. The window is 3/16”
polycarbonate. Features 4 screws for fast and easy installation on any
surface.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

7.00"/178mm

HEIGHT

11.25"/286mm

DEPTH

10.50"/267mm

3.25"

2.75"
8.5"

OUTDOOR ENCLOSURES

FB-2008-IP

13,00

6,75

A proven, insulated hermetically sealed housing
This design has been tested since 1987 in severe Canadian subzero
outdoor conditions. This rustproof, tamperproof, weatherproof has
all-aluminium construction and mineral fiber insulation and does not
need a heater (nor a blower) to keep the camera in good working
order. Lightweight, even if it’s double-walled, this sealed housing
includes a liquid-tight connector to run the cable. The front cover
opens and extends horizontally for total camera access. It features a
3/16” polycarbonate window. It can be installed on anywhere with the
appropriate mounting bracket; FSM-2012 for wall, FSP-2012 for
ceiling, FSC-2012 for corner and FSA-2012 for pole.

6,75

DIMENSIONS EXTERNES
WIDTH

6.76"/171mm

HEIGHT

6.75"/171mm

DEPTH

13.00"/330mm

FB-2012
A proven, insulated hermetically sealed housing
This design has been tested since 1987 in severe Canadian subzero
outdoor conditions. This rustproof, tamperproof, weatherproof has
all-aluminium construction and mineral fiber insulation and does not
need a heater (nor a blower) to keep the camera in good working
order. Lightweight, even if it’s double-walled, this sealed housing
already comes pre-wired with coaxial video and VAC cables. The
front cover opens and extends horizontally for total camera access.
It features a 3/16” polycarbonate window. It can be installed on
anywhere with the appropriate mounting bracket; FSM-2012 for wall,
FSP-2012 for ceiling, FSC-2012 for corner and FSA-2012 for pole.

BNC
24 VAC

DIMENSIONS EXTERNES
WIDTH

7.00"/178mm

HEIGHT

7.00"/178mm

DEPTH

18.75"/476mm

FB-2012-IP

DIMENSIONS EXTERNES
WIDTH

7.25"/184mm

HEIGHT

6.75"/171mm

17,00

6,75

A proven, insulated hermetically sealed housing
This design has been tested since 1987 in severe Canadian subzero
outdoor conditions. This rustproof, tamperproof, weatherproof has
all-aluminium construction and mineral fiber insulation and does not
need a heater (nor a blower) to keep the camera in good working
order. Lightweight, even if it’s double-walled, this sealed housing
includes a liquid-tight connector to run the cable. The front cover
opens and extends horizontally for total camera access. It features a
3/16” polycarbonate window. It can be installed on anywhere with the
appropriate mounting bracket; FSM-2012 for wall, FSP-2012 for
ceiling, FSC-2012 for corner and FSA-2012 for pole.

7,25

DEPTH

17.00"/432mm

OUTDOOR ENCLOSURES

FB-2012SS
Heavy-duty stainless steel weatherproof and dustproof enclosure
Once again Batko innovates with the FB-2012SS housing. This
insulated housing can withstand extreme environmental conditions
such as; high and low temperatures, salted air/marine, corrosive,
dust, etc. The FB-2012SS is designed to fit most applications. It is
built in 316 grade stainless steel and features a double-walled
construction to last several years in the worst conditions.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

7.25"/184mm

HEIGHT

10.75"/273mm

DEPTH

10.40"/264mm

FBA-2012
The solution for harsh environmental applications
The FBA-2012 is an air-cooled enclosure designed for camera and
lens protection in hot temperature applications. The double-walled 1”
thick air chamber lets the air flow within the enclosure walls to cool
down the electronics. The FBA-2012 has a neoceram window capable of sustaining temperatures up to 300°F (148°C). The enclosure
has 3/8”npt air inlet, to which a 35 PSI (30 CFM) maximum regulated
pressure can be applied. The air exits through an exhaust valve. A
sealed cable connector is provided for the coaxial and power cable
at the rear of the enclosure.

4.75"

7"

4.625"

7"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

7.00"/178mm

HEIGHT

7.00"/178mm

DEPTH

16.00"/406mm

HIGH SECURITY ENCLOSURES

FB-13P1HS
Corner housing for high security applications
Even if this high security housing is made of heavy duty aluminium
plate, it remains lightweight. Its tamperproof cover is fully removable
for total camera access. The camera bracket angle is easily adjustable from 0° to 45°. Requiring 4 screws, installation is fast and easy on
any surface. When a wide angle lens is used and the camera bracket
is adjusted to 45°, surveillance is possible underneath the enclosure.
Also available with a tempered glass window, specially designed for
detention centers (FB-13P1DET).
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

6.75"/171mm

HEIGHT

11.625"/295mm

DEPTH

10.625"/270mm

FB-1410HS
High security housing with practical innovations
Even if this high security housing is made of heavy duty aluminium
plate, it remains lightweight and is the perfect choice above a
doorway. Its tamperproof cover is fully removable for total camera
access. The camera bracket angle is easily adjustable from 0° to
45°. Requiring 4 screws, installation is fast and easy on any surface.
Underneath surveillance is possible with a wide angle lens. Also
available with a tempered glass window, specially designed for
detention centers (FB-1410DET).
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

7.25"/184mm

HEIGHT

10.75"/273mm

DEPTH

10.40"/264mm

45

INDOOR LOCK BOXES
FR-1611
Protection in vehicle applications
This compact and robust aluminium lock box only weighs 6.5 lbs and
is designed to fit in tight areas. Fully vented to dissipate internal heat,
this cabinet does not require a cooling fan in most situations. The
front door is locked and opens 180° for your convenience. The rear
panel is removable and also gives full access to the back of the VCR
for service and installation. Also available with blower (FRE-1611)

16.25"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

12.25"/311mm

5.75"/146mm

DEPTH

5.75"

16.25"/413mm

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

HEIGHT

11.25"/286mm

5.25"/133mm

12.25"

DEPTH

15.50"/394mm

FR-1816
Mid-size lock box
This tamperproof, lightweight, all aluminium VCR box has a key
locked, hinged front door and removable rear panel for easy installation and service. The compact size of this lock box, only 17” wide,
allows it to be mounted in a 19” standard rack using optional mounting brackets. With vented side panels, in most cases there is no
blower required. Also available with a cooling fan and power bar
(FRE-1611).

18.25"

7"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

17.00"/432mm

7.00"/178mm

DEPTH

18.25"/464mm

17"

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

HEIGHT

16.50"/419mm

6.50"/165mm

DEPTH

17.50"/445mm

FR-1819
Standard lock box
This lightweight, tamperproof all aluminium VCR box has a key
locked, hinged front door and a removable rear panel for easy installation and service. This lock box can accommodate most popular
VCR and multiplexer combinations (max height 6”). With vented side
panels, in most cases there is no blower required. Also available with
a cooling fan and power bar (FRE-1819).

18.25"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

20.00"/508mm

7.00"/178mm

DEPTH

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

18.75"/476mm

HEIGHT

6.00"/152mm

7"

18.25"/464mm
DEPTH

17.50"/445mm

20"

INDOOR LOCK BOXES

FR-DVR6U
Table top or wall mount enclosure with 19" rack-mount rails
This all aluminium 12 gauge enclosure box provides a good protection for most servers & digital video recorders. Behind its locked
door, systems can be secured to a set of standard 19" rails. A
maximum of 6 spaces (6U) or 10.5" is available in height. Most DVRs
are 4U in height, which means two extra spaces are available for
accessories. Six #10-32 screws are provided to fix devices to rails.
The removable rear panel facilitates installation. Cable entry
knockouts are also provided at the back of the cabinet. Also available with cooling fan and power bar (FRE-DVR6U).
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS

WIDTH

HEIGHT

20.50"/521mm

11.50"/292mm

DEPTH

23.75"/603mm

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

HEIGHT

19.20"/488mm

10.50"/267mm

DEPTH

22.75"/578mm

FR-DVR10U
Table top or wall mount enclosure with 19" rack-mount rails
This all aluminium 12 gauge enclosure box provides a good protection for most servers & digital video recorders. Behind its locked
door, systems can be secured to a set of standard 19" rails. A
maximum of 10 spaces (10U) or 17.5" is available in height. Six
#10-32 screws are provided to fix devices to rails. The removable
rear panel facilitates installation. Cable entry knockouts are also
provided at the back of the cabinet. Also available with cooling fan
and power bar (FRE-DVR10U).
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

20.50"/521mm

18.00"/457mm

DEPTH

26.00"/660mm

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

19.20"/488mm

HEIGHT

17.50"/445mm

DEPTH

24.00"/610mm

23.75"

11.5"

20.5"

OUTDOOR LOCK BOXES

12,125

FRI-140813
Unique design for extreme applications
The FRI-140813 is built for outdoor applications. The insulated
enclosure is made of lightweight aluminium and the front door is
sealed and locked with a key. Ventilation louvers with filters are
provided on each side and are designed to prevent water and insect
infiltrations. Options are available; add the blower if external temperature could be higher than 80°F. Add the heater option if external
temperatures could go below 14°F. Wall-mounts (FSM-140813) and
pole-mounts (FSA-140813) are available. Four knockouts are provided for cable entry.

16,75

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

16.75"/425mm

12.125"/308mm

DEPTH

18.75"/476mm

18,75

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

HEIGHT

14.00"/356mm

8.00"/203mm

DEPTH

12.00"/305mm

15.00”

FRI-191022

21.75”

5.00”

Weatherproof rack-mount (6U) enclosure for outdoor use
The FRI-191022 is built for outdoor applications. The insulated
enclosure is made of lightweight aluminium and the front door is
sealed and locked with a key. Ventilation louvers with filters are
provided on each side and are designed to prevent water and insect
infiltrations. It features standard 19” rails with six spaces available
(6U). Six #10-32 screws are provided to fix rack-mount devices.
Options are available; add the blower if external temperature could
be higher than 80°F. Add the heater option if external temperatures
could go below 14°F. Wall-mounts (FSM-191022) and pole-mounts
(FSA-191022) are available. Four knockouts are provided for cable
entry.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

21.00"/533mm

12.00"/305mm

DEPTH

24.00"/610mm

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

HEIGHT

19.00"/483mm

10.00"/254mm

DEPTH

22.25"/565mm

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

23.125"/587mm

22.00"/559mm

DEPTH

25.00"/635mm

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
WIDTH

19.00"/483mm

HEIGHT

19.25"/489mm

DEPTH

23.00"/584mm

21.75”

11.75”

Weatherproof rack-mount (10U) enclosure for outdoor use
The FRI-191822 is built for outdoor applications. The insulated
enclosure is made of lightweight aluminium and the front door is
sealed and locked with a key. Ventilation louvers with filters are
provided on each side and are designed to prevent water and insect
infiltrations. It features standard 19” rails with ten spaces available
(10U). Six #10-32 screws are provided to fix rack-mount devices.
Options are available; add the blower if external temperature could
be higher than 80°F. Add the heater option if external temperatures
could go below 14°F. Wall-mounts (FSM-191822) and pole-mounts
(FSA-191822) are available. Four knockouts are provided for cable
entry.

21.75”

FRI-191822

SINGLE POLE MOUNTS
FRP series

The FRP series of freestanding gooseneck pedestal mounts allow
card readers or intercom stations to be mounted in applications such
as garage or gate access. A wide selection of pedestals is available
to suit drive-up or walk-up applications. They feature an
all-aluminium construction and white polyurethane coating, and are
therefore rustproof. Custom colours are available upon request.

FRP-48

FRP-96

FRP-84

FRP-72

FRP-60

96,00"
98 50"
3,50"

84,00"
86,50"
3,50 "

72,00"
74,50"
3,50"

60,00 "
62,50"
3,50"

3,50"

48,00"
50,50"

"
"

"

FRP-43

SELECTION CHART
BATKO
MODELS

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

FRP-43

8.25”

45.50“

17.125”

FRP-48

8.25”

50.50“

17.125”

FRP-60

8.25”

62.50”

17.125”

FRP-72

8.25”

74.50”

17.125”

FRP-84

8.25”

86.50”

17.125”

FRP-96

8.25”

98.50”

17.125”

DOUBLE POLE MOUNTS

FRP series

0,50"
8,25"
5,50"

FRP-8443

FRP-9643

2,375"
8,25"
5,50"

12,00"

The FRP series of freestanding gooseneck pedestal mounts allow
card readers or intercom stations to be mounted in applications such
as garage or gate access. A wide selection of pedestals is available
to suit drive-up or walk-up applications. They feature an
all-aluminium construction and white polyurethane coating, and are
therefore rustproof. Custom colours are available upon request.

FRP-70D
26,00"

FRP-H-11

4.00"

5,50"
8,25"

11,00"

SELECTION CHART
BATKO
MODEL

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

FRP-8443

8.25”

86.50“

17.125”

FRP-9643

8.25”

98.50“

17.125”

FRP-70D

8.25”

72.50”

17.125”

SELECTION CHART
BATKO
MODEL

FRP-H-11 ( Wall Mount )

WIDTH

8.25”

HEIGHT

8.25”

DEPTH

11.00”

5,00"

0,50"

8,25 "
5,50"

70,00"
72,50"

2,375"

3,50"

96,00"
98,50"
3,50"
43,00"

3,50"
43,00 "

84,00"
86,50"

2,375 "

5,00"
4.00 "

HOOD HOUSING
FRH series
The FRH series of hood housings provide mounting surface and protection for card readers, intercom stations
and other access devices. The aluminium construction along with a polycarbonate surface are weatherproof and
protect components from direct sunlight, rain and snow. They can be used as a standalone wall-mounted housing
or in combination with the FRP series pedestals.

FRH-HDPE series
The FRH-HDPE series of hood housings provide mounting surface and protection for long range card readers,
intercom stations and other access devices. The high density polyethylene and polycarbonate construction does
not interfere with card readers and protect components from direct sunlight, rain and snow. They can be used as
a standalone wall-mounted housing or in combination with the FRP series pedestals.

FRH-1015

11,569
15,000

0,750

1,000

8,000

8,000

4,569

0,750

FRH-0808

2,25

5,212

7,212
10,00

2,75

8,000

0,750

12,819
16,000

17,000

0,750

FRH-2316

13,569

FRH-1317

2,25
7,375

20,462

10,212

2,25

13,000

2,25

23,000

7,25

7,375

FRH-1317HDPE

FRH-2316HDPE

16,00

1,375

1,375
3,125

13,00

13,625

6,75

14,625

17,00

6,75

23,00

3,125

SELECTION CHART
BATKO

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS

MODEL

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

FRH-0808

8.00”

8.00“

7.25”

FRH-1015

10.00”

15.00“

7.375”

FRH-1317

13.00”

17.00”

7.375”

FRH-2316

23.00”

16.00”

7.25”

FRH-1317HDPE

13.00”

17.00”

6.75”

FRH-2316HDPE

23.00”

16.00”

6.75”

COMPUTER ENCLOSURES

FR-051520
6,25"

20,5"

16,625"

Protection for computers
This enclosure has a door with 2 locks. A computer can safely be
installed inside the box. The aluminium construction provides
protection against theft and vandalism. It fits most popular
computers and there is enough space inside for cable connections.
The cabinet is vented to prevent heating. Can be secured to a desk
or wall.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

6.25"/159mm

16.625"/422mm

DEPTH

20.50"/521mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

5.375"/137mm

HEIGHT

15.375"/391mm

DEPTH

20.00"/508mm

FR-CPU-H01
Low cost protection for computers
This horizontal design computer lock box is truly efficient to secure
most computers. The aluminium construction provides protection
against theft and vandalism. It can be fixed to a desk or other
surfaces. The open face of the cabinet provides access to on/off
operations and disk drive. Two tamperproof security plates that can
b moved left or right across the front and back offer protection
against theft.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

20.30"/516mm

HEIGHT

7.50"/191mm

19"

19.6"

2"

20.25"

20.25"

9"

DEPTH
10.25"

19.25"/489mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

19.00"/483mm

HEIGHT

6.00"/152mm

DEPTH

18.60"/472mm

FR-CPU-V01

20.25"

18.62"

21.20"

2.25"

Low cost protection for computers
This vertical design computer lock box is truly efficient to secure
most computers. The aluminium construction provides protection
against theft and vandalism. It can be fixed to a desk or other
surfaces. The open face of the cabinet provides access to on/off
operations and disk drive. The two tamperproof security plates can
be moved up and down for convenience and offer protection against
theft.

8.25"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

10.25"/260mm

HEIGHT

20.25"/514mm

DEPTH

20.25"/514mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

9.00"/229mm

HEIGHT

19.00"/483mm

DEPTH

19.60"/498mm

10.31"

20"

COMPUTER ENCLOSURES

FR-CPU01
Versatile protection for computers
This enclosure fits bigger computers. It has a door with 2 locks. A
computer can safely be installed inside the box. The aluminium
construction provides protection against theft and vandalism.
Knockouts are available for cable entry and there is enough space
inside for cable connections. The cabinet is vented to prevent
heating. Can be secured to a desk or wall.

24.25"

27.125"

27.125"

23.5"

9.125"

22.0"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

12.00"/305mm

27.10"/688mm

DEPTH

12.0"

23.50"/597mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

9.125"/232mm

24.25"/616mm

DEPTH

22.00"/559mm

FR-TLR01
Versatile protection for computers with keyboard tray
This enclosure fits bigger computers. It has a door with 2 locks. A
computer can safely be installed inside the box. The aluminium
construction provides protection against theft and vandalism.
Knockouts are available for cable entry and there is enough space
inside for cable connections. A sliding tray bolted on top provides
storage and space to operate a keyboard. The top of the enclosure
serves as a monitor shelf. The cabinet is vented to prevent heating.
Can be secured to a desk or wall.
HEIGHT

18.10"/460mm

32.25"/819mm

24.25"

27.125"

5.125"

32.25"

9.125"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

23.5"

18.125"

22.0"

12.0"

DEPTH

23.50"/597mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

9.10"/231mm

24.30"/617mm

DEPTH

22.00"/559mm

FR-CPU01-SB

WIDTH

HEIGHT

27.00"/686mm

DEPTH

24.00"/610mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

9.50"/241mm

HEIGHT

24.25"/616mm

20.50"

24.25"
9.50"

12.00"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS

12.00"/305mm

24.00"

27.00"

Industrial dustproof cabinet for computers and DVRs
Designed to prevent dust infiltration, this cabinet can safely secure
high value electronic components in industrial applications. Two
continuous duty 4” blowers allow good air circulation throughout the
cabinet. Small dust particles are stopped by the filter. The cabinet
can be anchored to the floor for maximum protection. The special
lock ensures perfect door seal. Once the rear panel is removed,
cable connections can be easily made and the rear filter cleaned.
Maintenance: Clean dust filters weekly.

DEPTH

20.80"/521mm

22.75"

COMPUTER ENCLOSURES

FR-TLR01-SB

18.125"
5.125"

24.00"

24.25"

20.50"

27.00"

Industrial dustproof cabinet for computer with keyboard tray
Designed to prevent dust infiltration, this cabinet can safely secure
high value electronic components in industrial applications. Two
continuous duty 4” blowers allow good air circulation throughout the
cabinet. Small dust particles are stopped by the filter. The cabinet
can be anchored to the floor for maximum protection. The special
lock ensures perfect door seal. A sliding tray bolted on top provides
storage and space to operate a keyboard. The top of the enclosure
serves as a monitor shelf. Once the rear panel is removed, cable
connections can be easily made and the rear filter cleaned.
Maintenance: Clean dust filters weekly.

9.50"

22.75"

12.00"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

24.00"/610mm

32.125"/816mm

DEPTH

18.125"/460mm

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

20.50"/521mm

24.25"/616mm

DEPTH

9.50"/241mm

SUPPORT FOR COMPUTERS

2.75"

Vertical Support for Desktop Computer
This product frees up work space or floor by enabling to place the
computer against the desk, a few inches from the floor. Attaching this
support to a wall or a desk helps maintaining a clean work environment. This support can accommodate any table desktop with a
maximum height of 4”

8"

FRM-CPU-01

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

4.625"/117mm

8.00"/203mm

4.625"

DEPTH

15.875"/403mm

CASH SAFETY ENCLOSURE

FR-TLR01-SB
Cash register drawers safety enclosure
The FR-TC series of anti-theft cases for cash drawers allow secure
storage of unused drawers. Using different keys on all the spaces,
only the user of the cash drawer or administrator can access
contents. Being custom-made, endless configurations are possible to
meet your needs. Send us your requests and we will provide a
solution!
17,500

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

17.50"/445mm

HEIGHT

22.625"/575mm

DEPTH

16.00"/406mm

16,000

MONITOR ENCLOSURES

FR-LCD

The FR-LCD series of indoor enclosures provides protection against theft,
vandalism, dust and restrain access to buttons and devices. Protection is
assured by an aluminium construction and abrasion resistant polycarbonate
window. The whole series is vented and equipped with a fan to ensure proper
air circulation. Easy to install, there is no need for additional hardware. The
included monitor bracket is built to your monitor’s specs. We have a complete
line of display mounts but the enclosure can be installed flush to a wall or to
any standard VESA display.

LCD INDOOR ENCLOSURES
LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

DESCRIPTION

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

FR-LCD-17

FR-LCD-P17

Dustproof security enclosure for 15"/17" monitor , VESA

FR-LCD-20

FR-LCD-P20

Dustproof security enclosure for 19"/21" monitor , VESA

FR-LCD-24

FR-LCD-P24

Dustproof security enclosure for22"/24" monitor , VESA

FR-LCD-32

FR-LCD-P32

Dustproof security enclosure for 32" monitor , VESA

* Ask for more details on our "FR-LCD & FRI-LCD" mounts selection.

FRI-LCD

The FRI-LCD series of outdoor enclosures provides protection against theft,
vandalism and extreme weather. The unique insulated aluminium
construction allows monitor operation in temperatures ranging from
-40°C/-40°F to 40°C/104°F on models equipped with a heater. The abrasion
resistant polycarbonate window keeps the screen safe. Vents and two
thermostatic blowers keep the enclosure condensation free. Easy to install,
there is no need for additional hardware. The included monitor bracket is built
to your monitor’s specs. We have a complete line of display mounts but the
enclosure can be installed to any standard VESA display.

LCD OUTDOOR INSULATED ENCLOSURE
DESCRIPTION

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

FRI-LCD-17

FRI-LCD-P17

Environmental enclosure with fan for 15"/17" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-17(H)

FRI-LCD-P17(H)

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for 15"/17" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-20

FRI-LCD-P20

Environmental enclosure with fan for19"/21" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-20(H)

FRI-LCD-P20(H)

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for 19"/21" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-24

FRI-LCD-P24

Environmental enclosure with fan for22"/24" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-24(H)

FRI-LCD-P24(H)

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for22"/24" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-32

FRI-LCD-P32

Environmental enclosure with fans for 32" monitor , VESA

FRI-LCD-32(H)

FRI-LCD-P32(H)

Environmental enclosure with fan/heater for 32" monitor , VESA

MONITOR ENCLOSURES

FRC-LCD
The FRC-LCD series of indoor enclosures provides protection
against theft, vandalism and restrain access to buttons and devices.
Protection is assured by an aluminium construction and abrasion
resistant polycarbonate window. The whole series is vented and
equipped with a fan to ensure proper air circulation.Easy to install;
there is no need for additional hardware. The included monitor
bracket is built to your monitor’s specs. We have a complete line of
display mounts but the enclosure can be installed flush to a wall or to
any standard VESA display.

LCD
EN INDOOR ENCLOSURE
LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

DESCRIPTION

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

FRC-LCD-15

FRC-LCD-P15

Cover for 15" monitor, VESA

FRC-LCD-17

FRC-LCD-P17

Cover for 17" monitor, VESA

FRC-LCD-20

FRC-LCD-P20

Cover for 20" monitor, VESA

FRC-LCD-24

FRC-LCD-P24

Cover for 24" monitor, VESA

FRC-LCD-32

FRC-LCD-P32

Cover for 32" monitor, VESA

FR-ENCO
The FRC-LCD series of indoor enclosures provides protection
against theft, vandalism and restrain access to buttons and devices.
Protection is assured by an aluminium construction and abrasion
resistant polycarbonate window. The whole series is vented and
equipped with a fan to ensure proper air circulation.Easy to install;
there is no need for additional hardware. The included monitor
bracket is built to your monitor’s specs. We have a complete line of
display mounts but the enclosure can be installed flush to a wall or to
any standard VESA display.

ENCOVER SERIES LCD INDOOR ENCLOSURE
DESCRIPTION

LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION

PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

FR-ENCO-15

FR-ENCO-P15

Encover for 15" monitor, VESA

FR-ENCO-17

FR-ENCO-P17

Encover for 17" monitor, VESA

FR-ENCO-20

FR-ENCO-P20

Encover for 20" monitor, VESA

FR-ENCO-24

FR-ENCO-P24

Encover for 24" monitor, VESA

FR-ENCO-32

FR-ENCO-P32

Encover for 32" monitor, VESA

ACCESSORY MOUNTS
FSA2012
Pole adapter for most 3” to 8” poles
This one lightweight one piece aluminium construction provides a
strong and stable mounting surface for the FSM-2012 and FSM-3009
wall brackets. It can be used on poles of 3” to 8” diameter. Two
stainless steel collars are included.

2.75"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

5.40"/137mm

10.00"/254mm

FSM2012
Adjustable wall mount for FB-2008 and FB-2012 series
Lightweight and rustproof this all-aluminium bracket is solid and fully
adjustable in all directions. The bracket can tilt 55° and swivel 360°.
Installation is facts and easy requiring only 4 screws.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

5.40"/137mm

10.00"/254mm

CAMERA MOUNTS
FSMP3610-125/150
Universal wall-mount parapet available with 1.25” and 1.5”
NPT pipe
This parapet is ideal for elevated surveillance. The mount can be
adjusted 360°. It is made of very rigid and lightweight aluminium. It
can be solidly installed to a wall using 6 bolts.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

26.50"/673mm

HEIGHT

37.75"/959mm

DEPTH

5.75"/146mm

FSRP3610-125/150
Universal pedestal parapet available with 1.25” and 1.5” NPT pipe
This parapet is ideal for elevated surveillance. The mount can be
adjusted 360°. It is made of very rigid and lightweight aluminium. IT
can be solidly installed to any flat surface (roof, etc.) using 22 screws.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

13.00"/330mm

HEIGHT

37.95"/964mm

DEPTH

33.72"/856mm

FSCP3610-125/150
Universal corner-mount parapet available with 1.25” and 1.5”
NPT pipe
This parapet is ideal for elevated surveillance. The mount can be
adjusted 360°. It is made of very rigid and lightweight aluminium. It
can be solidly installed into a corner using 12 screws.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

20.22"/514mm

HEIGHT

37.82"/961mm

DEPTH

36.95"/939mm

55°

CAMERA MOUNTS

8,00

FSM-CAM-02
DEPTH
8” Universal wall mount for most dome cameras
This wall mount in entirely made of aluminium, lightweight and
rustproof. Easy to install with 4 screws. Its design makes easy to run
cables.

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

3.50"/89mm

6.875"/175mm

2,50

8,625

3,50

6.50"/165mm

6.5” Universal wall mount for most dome cameras
This wall mount in entirely made of aluminium, lightweight and
rustproof. Easy to install with 4 screws. Its design makes easy to run
cables.

6,50

FSM-CAM-01

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

3.50"/89mm

6.875"/175mm

6,875

2,50

3,50

6.50"/165mm

FSM-B245
6,625

2,50

3,50

DEPTH
Wall mount for Bosch Advantage series
This wall mount in entirely made of aluminium, lightweight and
rustproof. Easy to install with 4 screws. Its design makes easy to run
cables.
Pole adapter (FSA-B245) available.

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

5.4375"/138mm

HEIGHT

DEPTH

3.50"/89mm

6.625"/168mm

HEIGHT STRIP HOUSING

FB-AXP1204

FS-AXP1204-15:15° horizontal fixed tilt wall mount for FB-AXP1204

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH

1.875"/48mm

HEIGHT

27.75"/705mm

DEPTH

1.00"/25mm

27,750

6,000
6,000

FSS-AXP1204-01: 180˚ horizontal adjustable pivoting wall mount for
FB-AXP1204

1,875

6,000

Housing with height strip for Axis P1204 pinhole camera
The swivel camera mount enables angle adjustment. Made to be
installed next to a door frame, the FB-AXP1204 keeps the camera
concealed and protected while having a perfect shot at people’s face.
Features an all-aluminium construction and multiple camera mounting spaces.

TABLET ENCLOSURES

FR-TABLET series

This lightweight tamperproof all aluminum tablet enclosure has a
hinged front door for easy installation and service. It comes with an
anti-theft screw for more protection. VESA MIS-D 75mm x 75mm /
MIS-D 100mm x 100mm mount

TABLET ENCLOSURES MOUNTS

FS-TABLET-01

FS-TABLET-O1 was design to fit our protective tablet enclosure
selection. Adding the optional tablet/ wall mount allows for quick and
easy installation of your tablet and enclosure for public use.

FRP-STM-01

FRP-STM-01 was design to fit our protective tablet enclosure
selective. Adding the optional floor stand allows for quick and easy
installation of your tablet and enclosure for public use. Cables and
power supply are conveniently stored in the floor stand.

BATKO has been manufacturing protective enclosures since 1982. We are experts in designing and
building custom housings for all your needs. Our in-house team will be pleased to gather your ideas
and submit a simple and efficient solution to your demand. Our personal approach ensures that
nothing is laid aside. We are brand neutral, meaning we can work with any product. Everything is
made with pride in our factory with quick production lead times. Our vast experience in protecting
electronics of all kinds is a testament of quality, ranging from security cameras, DVRs and monitors
to virtually anything. Whether you need to protect your equipment from extreme weather, vandalism
or simply need a streamlined way to restrain access to controls, our expertise will meet your
requirements.

WWW.BATKO.COM

